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Firefly presents the world’s first third party approved Quick Suppression System
As the first company in the world, Firefly has conducted and passed tests according to the test protocol for Quick
Suppression Systems - ‘DFL TM170307-1261 – Quick Suppression Systems for certain high-risk areas typically
found in industry applications’. It has been developed by DFL, an ISO/IEC 17025 certified test laboratory,
accredited to conduct full scale fire-tests.
A Quick Suppression System is a Fixed Automatic Discharge Fire Suppression System, including flame detection,
water mist suppression and control system, with strict demands on quick system response times and fast
extinguishing performance. The system is designed for detection and suppression of fires/flames around critical
machinery and/or high-risk areas with remarkable flame suppression capabilities, utilizing a very small amount of
water.
When protecting critical machinery or high-risk areas from fires, the response time of a fire protection system is
essential. The quicker a fire can be detected and extinguished, the less damages it will cause. It is also important
that the extinguishing itself will not affect the machine or sensitive equipment around the machine.
The purpose of a Quick Suppression System is to act quick enough to avoid or significantly reduce damages and
production downtime, as well as preventing the fire from escalating and spreading into other areas. This will
greatly enhance employee safety and keep the fire cost to a minimum. The small amount of water and the small
water droplets used in Firefly’s water mist system will have a minimal effect on the machine, so that the
production can be started up as quick as possible after an activation of the system.
The Firefly Quick Suppression System can be used in various industries to protect Tissue Machines and
Converting Machines, IR Dryers in the paper industry, Woodworking Planers and Sanders, Wood Panel Presses,
Oil Pump Rooms, Shredders, Conveyors, Transformers, Mill Rooms, etc.

For more information, please visit www.quicksuppression.com or contact
Sales Director, Anders Bergström at anders.bergstrom@firefly.se or +46 70 229 38 84 or
Marketing Manager, Linda Svensson at linda.svensson@firefly.se or +46 70 602 24 92.

Firefly is a Swedish supplier of spark detection, fire and dust explosion protection systems. Firefly develops, manufactures and sells high-tech systems, which detect
and minimise the risk of fires and dust explosions. The company was founded in 1973 and has over 40 years of experience in supplying systems for the leading
process industries. Firefly co-operates with leading experts and institutions around the world to develop safe high-quality solutions. Firefly has two business areas:
Industrial applications and Infra systems (Sentio®). Industrial applications include customized fire prevention systems, which monitor industrial processes in areas
such as woodworking, tissue, food, bioenergy, and recycling. The business area of Infra systems includes early fire detection in subway-, train-, road or cable tunnel
systems by means of multiple-gas detection (MGD). The company is represented worldwide and sales are made both directly to customers and through distributors.

